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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Promoting purchases
The return of the Carpet
Foundation’s consumer
advertising campaign is
good news for
independent retailers.
Obviously those retailers that are Carpet
Foundation members will gain the most from
the investment in the £150,000 campaign,
but I expect it will also have a benefit for
non-members and even stores that sell noncarpet flooring.
After all, promoting any type of flooring to
shoppers must be a good thing, raising
awareness of what is on offer and hopefully
bringing forward purchases. That is why it is
positive news that Allied Carpets is to join
Fun On The Floor on 1 April, although
Condor and Beaulieu International Group
are leaving. The more companies that are
involved in highlighting flooring to
consumers the better.
It’s also good that CF has simplified how
retailers are branded. The ‘registered

specialist’ tag always made buying a carpet a
more complicated, taxing and potentially
offputting process than it really is.
Returning to promoting products, it would
be great if the other flooring sectors followed
the Fun On The Floor campaign and
promoted their products to the consumer.
The same applies to furniture. Attempts
have been made to set up such a scheme,
but sadly they came to nothing.
The BFM’s Ask If It Is campaign has shown
what can be done on a limited budget, but if
UK and non-UK producers combined – as
they do in Fun On The Floor – the benefits
could be much greater.
And on the topic of UK firms, this issue
highlights some of the cream of UK furniture
manufacturing and design in the Best of
British Furniture supplement (see p47) and
profiles several leading Belgian flooring
manufacturers in the Belgium supplement
(see p31).
I leave you with more good news – in
January this year the rate of UK business
failures was at its lowest since July 2007,
according to credit firm Experian, and the
number of non-food retail insolvencies was a
third lower than in January 2009.
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Affordable after sales care to
keep your customers happy.

First class, nationwide in-home
furniture repair and service...
If you are a furniture retailer or manufacturer, Servico can provide
you with a full furniture repair service for your customers. Our wealth
of experience means that we can deliver an affordable solution with
a full support network - a solution that will help you look after
your profits, your customers and also increase repeat business!

Why choose us:
* We focus on keeping your customers happy.
* We offer low cost service contracts.
* We can tailor our after sales warranties
to suit your needs, at competitive prices.
* We can take the hassle away and handle
everything for you with Smart Serv - our user
friendly online management system.
Speak to us today on

0871 246 0022 quoting ref ’IMM’

or find out more at www.servico-ind.com

Unit J, SK14 Business Park, Broadway, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 4QF.

Skilled & experienced
nationwide service team.
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NEWS

CF launches £150,000 campaign
and simplifies retailer branding
The Carpet Foundation has launched a
£150,000 consumer advertising
campaign as it simplifies its branding.
The first phase of the campaign sees
42 advertisements in 17 leading home
interest magazines, with a combined
circulation of 2.8m. Three-quarters of
the insertions are in premium cover
positions that will further boost the
impact of the campaign.
The four new advertisements, which
use a mixture of plain and patterned
carpet, position retailers as ‘the
experts’ and succeeds the Real People
campaign which began in 2007.
‘The new advertising campaign
moves things on and I genuinely
believe that we have come up with our
best campaign yet. We have one image
that is really graphic and eye-catching;
another where the carpet looks lush
and you want to stroke it; the
monochrome shot is incredibly
powerful while the family shot oozes
personality,’ says Rupert Anton, Carpet
Foundation marketing director.
In a further move to simplify the
message to consumers, supporters of
the Carpet Foundation will now simply
be referred to as Members or
Manufacturers. The Registered
Specialist logo and brand name will be
phased out, with retailers called
Carpet Foundation Members with a

Above: The revamped retailer
logo
Right: One of the new
advertisements

supporting updated logo.
‘We have always been
conscious that we have a
complex hierarchy of
messages. The move
under one umbrella will
help and supports the
findings of research we
carried out among 2,410
magazine readers in 2008
in which 60% of respondents
attributed our advertising to the
Carpet Foundation,’ says Anton.
POS has been introduced to reflect
the changes, while its website is being
revamped, including giving more
information about retail members,
who will each have a dedicated page
on the website.

Carpetright up despite snow
Carpetright managed to lift sales in the
quarter to the end of January, despite
the post-Christmas snow and ice. UK and
Republic of Ireland sales rose by 7.7%,
with like-for-like sales up 2.3%.
Lord Harris, Carpetright executive
chairman, says the chain was enjoying
double digit like-for-like sales growth in
the early part of the period, before
weather kept shoppers away.
‘When you can’t get the car out of your
drive, going out to buy a carpet at a retail
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park is not going to be high on the
agenda,’ says Neil Page, Carpetright
finance director.
The 594-store chain says that initial
results from its transactional Carpetright
and Sleepright websites were as
expected.
‘While we remain cautious about our
market in the balance of the financial
year, we continue our drive for sustained
growth and our expectations for the full
year are unchanged,’ says Harris.

Anton says the website: ‘Attracted
just short of 100,000 visitors in 2009
and is becoming the definitive guide
to carpet online.
‘The most popular pages are all from
the Buying a Carpet section, proving
that consumers turn to it for
information and advice – not
inspiration or ideas.’

More golf for Georgian
Georgian Carpets has renewed its
sponsorship of the Kidderminster Carpet
Manufacturers National Golf Tournament
for the eighth time.
The 11-12 May event is organised in
aid of the Furnishing Industry Trust and
Macmillan Cancer Support.
Day one is a four-ball team event
while day two is a two-ball team event,
with a dinner at the Granary Hotel,
Kidderminster on 11 May. The cost is £80
for both days or £50 for the first day and
£35 for the second. The dinner costs £30
a head. More details: tel: 01562 747 359.
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NEWS
Editions growth
Upholstery
manufacturer Natuzzi is
looking to its recently
launched Editions brand
to deliver ambitious
sales growth targets for
this year. It has set a
target of sales jumping
17% to €600m in 2010
and a return to
profitability.

IMM success
The 16 Singapore
furniture manufacturers
exhibiting at IMM
Cologne in January
under the Singapore
Moziac banner
generated sales of
£6.7m at the show, with
£7.07m of further sales
under discussion. Some
£108.5m is expected to
be generated during
2010, a 200% rise on
2009.

Administrators looking at
Cresta Furniture order book
The independent furniture retailer that launched
legal action against Natuzzi, claiming retail price
maintenance has gone into administration.
Kerry Bailey and Jonathan Newell of
accountants PKF, have been appointed joint
administrators for Preston store Cresta Furniture.
Last month the store was forced to close over
fears for the safety of staff from customers angry
about the non-delivery of their Natuzzi orders.
The store told customers that their furniture
would be delivered within weeks despite Natuzzi
writing to Cresta consumers telling them that
they will not receive the upholstery they ordered.
One customer staged a four hour sit-in at the
store because he had not received his order after
waiting 20 weeks. Another customer who had
waited nine months for her order received a

refund but said that the cheque had bounced.
Bailey says there will be redundancies among
the store’s six staff and it was likely to take two
weeks to establish the firm’s debts.
‘At the moment we are trying to find out which
customers still have deposits, which may have
items in stock, and then we will be contacting
them to see what we can do. It may be that we
have products which they have ordered in stock
but we will not know that until we have looked at
each customer’s individual circumstances.’
Cresta complained to the Office of Fair Trading
and the High Court that Natuzzi sought to limit
discounts to 20% of the rrp.
Before Cresta’s collapse Natuzzi had denied any
allegation of price maintenance and said it would
‘vigorously defend’ the retailer’s claims.

Delivery lift
Cormar Carpets has
increased its delivery
fleet to 58 with the
addition of eight
vehicles and eight
demountable boxes. The
investment will provide
it with the capacity to
deal with peak demand
throughout the year.

Irish delivery
Furniture logistics and
storage firm Andrew
Porter has launched an
Irish delivery service
with weekly deliveries to
Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland.
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Farewell to bed industry friend Bill Williams
Bill Williams, Kozeesleep Beds
sales director has died.
Williams had a long career in
the bed industry, formerly as
Layezee national sales manager
for Layezee Beds and latterly at
Kozeesleep where he assisted
and spearheaded the brand’s
growth from what was a local
bed manufacturer to nationwide
sales coverage.
The company says: ‘He has
always been well respected

Interiors Monthly March 2010

within the industry and used his
knowledge, experience and
people skills to start or further
the careers of many people in
both the retail and commercial
sectors – many of whom
remained good friends.’
After giving up an army career
he entered commerce with Nestlé
followed by Spar, moving into the
bed industry in the 1970s.
Williams excelled in all aspects
of his working life and thrived on

developing product ranges and
in management development.
Kozeesleep says: ‘He remained
excited by the bedding industry
and the people within it. All
through his life, even through the
tougher times, he maintained his
integrity, sense of honour, duty
and his humour. He walked tall
and stood proud and will be
sadly missed – no more so than
by his wife of 58 years, Alicia, and
his four sons.’
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Formerly known as

a brand of
info@ivcgroup.com I www.ivcgroup.com
www.avenueﬂoors.com

...a fresh new approach

Avenue is the new brand from IVC Group. Bringing even better cushioned
vinyl ranges where sublime style meets value and performance, Avenue
is the fresh identity for Domo Cushion Floor. Rejuvenated point-of-sale,
invigorated branding and inspiring literature bring a fresh new approach.
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NEWS
First FIT award
The Furnishing Industry Trust (FIT) has
presented its first FIT Champion Award to
Mick Cooper, Victoria Carpets health and
safety manager.
Charles Kerrigan, FIT chief executive
(pictured right) says: ‘Mick is a true
professional. He arranged for the chairman of
FIT’s Grants and Welfare Committee to give a
talk to Victoria Carpet’s workforce about the
help we offer. He then organised a mailing
with information about our grants for staff
with their pay slips – and ensured retired
employees also received the information.
‘Mick is also in regular touch with us to find
help and support for individual employees
who have a personal crisis.
‘There are many people working in
company HR, health and safety or welfare
departments who are instrumental in
ensuring people are aware of the help on
offer from the trust and assist with
applications from anyone facing hardship. For
those facing unexpected personal difficulties
these people can prove true champions
indeed,’ says Kerrigan.
The award, from the industry’s only
dedicated charity, is intended to honour a
new category of charity supporter in addition
to the FIT Individual Supporter of The Year
and Corporate Supporter of The Year awards.

Peter
Whittingham has
joined Carpenter
as sales manger
for its bonded
fibre division.

Tact Enviro has
appointed Mike
Steele as South
West and
Wales sales
representative.

Nathan has launched a second
division, Nathan Modular, headed
by Simon Gilbert. It comes after the
launch of Nathan Soft, its
upholstery division, run by Stuart
Jones.

Rob Gilbert (left), founder of
14-store Tile Depot has become
executive chairman. Finance
director Danny Steptoe (right)
succeeds him as md. Graham
Brown has been appointed as nonexecutive deputy chairman.

12

John Lewis homeware
store to open in Croydon
John Lewis is to open its second At Home
store in the autumn as it gears up to decide
on how it will expand the homewares only
format.
Some £7.5m will be invested in the
52,000sqft Purley Way, Croydon store and it
hopes it will replicate the success of the
Poole branch, which has outperformed
management expectations since it opened.
‘We’ve identified 30 to 50 locations which
would be suitable for the John Lewis At

Home format and a decision on this rollout
will be taken in March,’ says Andy Street,
John Lewis md. ‘In the meantime, the
opportunity arose to lease an empty unit on
Purley Way in Croydon which met newformat location criteria. We’re delighted to
be able to bring another John Lewis At
Home shop to fruition this year.’
John Lewis added it remained committed
to opening a full-line department store in
Croydon town centre.

June closure for Southend’s LL Wellfare
Interiors retailing in
Southend, Essex is to see the
end of an era in the summer,
with the closure of LL
Wellfare.
The Sutton Road store,
which sells furniture, carpets
and electrical goods, is to
cease trading in June.
‘We have had a good
innings and have built up a
fantastic reputation in the
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town of which I am very
proud,’ says Richard Wellfare,
owner. His father Len started
the business as a small
secondhand furniture shop in
1946. He took over from his
father aged 20 in 1963.
‘I think the service we have
been able to provide over the
years has been enhanced by
the fact that most of our
workers have been here for

more than 30 years. Many
customers have become our
friends over the years. We
pride ourselves that every
customer got a very personal
and friendly service.’
The upper floors of the
building will be converted
into apartments while the
ground floor could become a
furniture only store under a
new owner.
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NEWS
The author is head of a large carpet
manufacturer

When it comes to
samples, less is more
Carpet retailing is one of the few trades where you can fill a
shop full of samples with negligible, if any, outlay. That is not to
say that sampling of carpet ranges is not an expensive
investment: a single pattern book of an 80/20 twist range could
cost in excess of £30 a time.
However the cost of the sampling is borne by the
manufacturer, not the retailer. This explains why we find so
many shops overrun with far too many pattern books, often
duplicated, the vast number of which will probably never see
the light of day before they become discontinued. We also find
shops full of tombolas with an infinite choice of similar looking
carpets that bamboozles consumers as soon as they walk
through the door.
In an imaginary world
where carpet retailers paid
for their sampling, would
shops feature a limited
number of ranges carefully
considered to represent the
choice of style, pattern,
colour and value for money
best suited for the
individual customer base?
Would the chosen
manufacturers be able to
better target their
expenditure on improved
sampling to those retailers
who wanted to promote
their products?
Would the consumer face a well ordered and selected choice
of products, backed by POS, with features and benefits to assist
their choice?
Would the retailer become a worthwhile partner to the
manufacturer leading to joint promotional opportunities and
partnership?
Alas, we are too far down the road of free sampling for the
imaginary world to evolve.
However, perhaps some of its lessons could still be learned if
retailers were to limit the sampling displayed to products that
they really want to sell, in partnership with suppliers they trust
to their mutual benefit.
A true case of less is more.
With a plethora of suppliers desperate to find homes for an
oversupply of sampling, it is a brave retailer who adopts the
‘less is more’ policy, but I suspect he is also a successful and
moreover a profitable one.

‘Alas, we are
too far down
the road of
free sampling
for the
imaginary
world to
evolve’

KIDDI PINK
Call 08451 084 084
or email sales@1cfl.com to request a brochure
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

4

2

3

1 Made from 80% wool, Associated Weavers’ luxurious Cashmere
Berber is available in 2.5m, 4m and 5m widths and nine colours.
Reinforced with a 10-year wear guarantee, it is hard wearing and
comfortable for today’s demanding consumer. A smartly textured
product that fits today’s design trends, its cashmere wool provides
a soft, warm and unique lustre.
Tel: 01422 431 100
2 Specialists in natural and pure wool floorcoverings, Kersaint
Cobb has expanded its range with the launch of a hand-crafted
wood flooring collection. Designed to provide consumers with a
diverse mix of wood tone options, the 12-floor collection ranges
from understated oak to a warmer walnut finish, including Oak
Country (pictured).
Tel: 01675 430 430

5

3 Offering even more choice to the consumer is the new collection
of popular Country and Modern berber shades from Cormar
Carpets. Made from 80% British Wool, 10% nylon and 10%
tuftbond, the Natural Berber Twist range is available in 12 natural
flecked shades and comes in three qualities – Super (35oz per
sqyd), Elite (45oz per sqyd) and Deluxe (55oz per sqyd).
Tel: 01204 881 234
4 Available from Mac & Mac Interiors is the woven, water
resistant Hanna Korvela Aqua rug with coloured and silvery plastic
fibres that mingle to create a smooth, flat surface. It is available in
seven colours and six sizes from 60cm x 160cm to 160cm x 230cm
and suitable for bathrooms, kitchens, patios, balconies and decks.
Tel 01252 717 771
5 One Call Furniture’s Visualise collection, which includes Tipolo
(pictured) has been expanded with Alpine and Orient offering a
sleek high gloss reflective finish with softness on corners and
handles. Both are manufactured from 22mm MDF doors and
drawer fronts and 18mm MDF tops, and incorporate modern
integrated handles.
Tel: 08451 084 084
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7

8

9
10
6 Vorwerk Carpets’ premium display tower
is now rolling out to retailers keen to make
the most of the manufacturer’s carpet
ranges. Taking minimal floorspace, the
tower emphasises the design and
performance-led approach to carpet that
makes Vorwerk Carpets one of the most
innovative manufacturers available in the UK.
Tel: 020 7096 5090
7 Fantasia, the latest collection of cushioned
vinyl from Leoline, opens up a world of
creativity and brings fun to the floor.
Featuring designs such as jigsaws and road
maps that are perfect for playrooms and

16
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bedrooms, Fantasia also features designs for
adults such as Dots, the checkerplate of
Solid and mosaic and tile designs.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211
8 Bamboo is the latest collection from Lano
Carpets. Its high percentage of bamboo
content brings inherent attributes, such as
natural anti-bacterial properties and when
turned into carpet fibre it is exceptionally
soft to the touch. It is available in 28 colours.
Tel: 00 800 5266 5266
9 CPW Furniture’s 2010 brochure is
packed with traditional and contemporary

furniture, including new oak range Kingston.
The 108-page Traditional and Contemporary
Furniture Collection 2010 catalogues every
item in CPW Furniture’s traditional pine
range, as well as the contemporary Wealden
Oak and Convex collections.
Tel: 01797 225 014
10 Novostrat’s Graphite economy carpet
underlay offers value for money. It is 7mm
thick and 1.2m wide and delivered in 12m.
Made from polyethylene foam it is
extremely light in weight making it easier to
store, transport and install.
Tel: 00 353 6133 9287
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Vermont

Bedside £39.99 • Bed £129.99 • 2 Door Robe £129.99 • 3+3 Chest £119.99

As innovators of flat-packed
furniture we are understandably
proud to be market leaders in
bringing you real value for
money hardwood furniture
ranges. Both Vermont and
Hamilton are designed and
developed by us to bring you
affordable solid wood ranges,
enabling you to maximise your
sales opportunities.

Hamilton

3+3 Chest £129.99 • 2dr 2drw Robe £229.99 • 2+3 Chest £109.99
Scotland: John Fraser 07721 342390
Ireland: Watson Pigott 07871 981500
Wales: Karen Rowley 07789 692556
North East: Mick Owen 07855 136929

Midlands: Peter Exton 07831 625954
East Anglia: Michael Lakin 07831 550994
South East: Tony Homersham 07798 835077
South West: John Davey 07961 895334

ask about our

ORDER TODAY

DIRECT HOME
DELIVERY SERVICE

01738 630555
sales@coreproducts.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

11

12
13

15

14

11 Brintons has added to its 10row 80/20 patterned axminster
range, Renaissance Classics,
including six new broadloom items
and a runner. The new designs take
influences from as early as the 12th
century. Suitable for extra heavy
residential use, it is available in
3.66m and 91cm widths, with the
runner 69cm wide.
Tel: 01562 748 000
12 Cavendish Upholstery
consolidated its position as one of
the UK’s leading upholstery
companies, outperforming all
expectations with new designs at
Interiors. Slater Upholstery
(pictured) attracted attention from
leading buyers looking for better
value in the top end. Bymacks is
back, with strong sales in the
toughest sector auguring well for
2010. New accounts were opened
and existing ones are taking further
displays.
Tel: 01257 277 664
13 Whitestone Weavers is
featuring a roll call of ‘celebrity
clerics’ in its latest Hugh Mackay
collection, Durham Cathedral.
Aidan is a large scale damask
pattern in eight colourways,
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Cuthbert a contemporary design
with a striped background print
and floral overlay in three
colourways; Bede is a Morris-style
floral design in four colourways and
Benedict a modern peony pattern
in three colourways.
Tel: 01429 892 555
14 Prestigious Textiles further
developed its wallcoverings with
the launch of Fusion, its first
collection of vinyls and nonwovens. The contract-quality
wallcoverings include glitterspangled corals (Focus), abstract
ogees with an architectural
elegance (Embrace), pearlised relief
motifs (Profile and Matrix) and a
sponged-effect plain (Glimmer).
Tel: 01274 688 448
15 Hush Sleep Collection’s Ortho
Plus mattress is covered with a high
quality damask over layers of fibre
fillings and foam with a 1,000 count
pocket spring unit (in a 5ft model)
and a traditional hand-tufted finish.
In turn or no turn, the mattress can
be part of a set with a padded top
or sprung edge divan base with
various storage options. Zip and
Link options are available.
Tel: 01225 779 135
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CARPET

Colour
quest
Consumers want a wider
choice of colours than
retailers often cater for
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Above: Kersaint
Cobb’s Designer
Sisal in lime
Right: Make a
statement with
red

PHOTOGRAPH: FUN ON THE FLOOR

Looking at some of the consumer
comments on the Ask the Expert section
of the Fun on the Floor website, it is
apparent that shoppers are keener on
introducing colour into their homes than
they are largely given credit for.
Major manufacturers are convinced UK
consumers would buy something other
than shades of beige. Visit the showroom
of practically any European carpet firm
and it quickly becomes obvious that
what they are able to sell to UK retailers
is a fraction of their total offer. And while
they are not expecting Mrs Smith to
develop a passion for some of the more
garish colours popular in Eastern Europe,
they are convinced she would like
something more interesting than the
current colour choice.
It is often price that stops buyers
stocking more colours, not because they
don’t think consumers would buy them.
But if a retailer is selling something very
different from their rivals, doesn’t price
become far less important?
‘We are hearing a lot more demand
from consumers to introduce more
colour into ranges and we try to respond
to that as much as we can,’ says David
Cormack, Cormar Carpets marketing
director.
‘There is a growing trend for people to
experiment with colour once more,
although neutrals in various hues still
remain incredibly popular.’
Cormar has recoloured its heavyweight
60oz Town & Country range to include
new heather and plain shades such as
Plum and Cayenne while maintaining a
variety of neutrals.
Kingsmead has also seen increased
demand and responded by refocusing its
bestselling ranges on colour.
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CARPET

Right: Purple combines well with grey
Above: Cormar’s Town & Country has been recoloured

PHOTOGRAPH: FUN ON THE FLOOR

‘The safety first world remains
dominant however, where we have been
bold and made colours available the take
up has been encouraging,’ says Martin
West, Kingsmead general manager.
‘In the relaunch of our popular Paloma
Saxony we have dispensed with the
natural options which were competing
with every other range on the shelves
and introduced silver, turquoise, scarlet,
blush pink, candy pink and berry.
‘We expect the sales to come mainly
from the bedroom sector but the range
is heavy enough to take lounge traffic
where the consumer cannot find the
colour elsewhere. Reaction to the range
has been very positive.’

Floor shades
Q We’re looking to decorate our lounge/dining room. Colour
thoughts at the moment are grey sofa and cream walls with
a feature wall with grey wallpaper in the dining area. What
kind of carpet and colour would you recommend? I really
like the loop pile carpets as they look more modern. Would
these be suitable?
A If you really like loop pile then you should proceed down
that route, so long as you do not have a cat. However, there
are less colour choices available in loop pile as they tend to all
be natural shades. The colour coordination you describe could
benefit from a strong colour on the floor, a plum type shade
would look impressive or how about a duck egg? These would
probably require a twist pile carpet.
Q I have a brown leather suite in my living room with cream
walls. What colour carpet would you recommend (not
cream, I have a very messy two year-old)?
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A If you wish to blend the colours then there are a variety of
coffee or chocolate shades that would be practical for the two
year-old. If you would like to make more of a feature of your
floor consider a duck egg shade for your carpet. The effect can
be stunning and you will find a wide choice of fabrics and
wallpapers using this combination.
Q We are currently looking at putting new carpet into our
living room but are unsure of the colour. We have a black
and white feature wall which has specks of grey/silver in the
flowers in the wallpaper and the other three walls are
white/cream. What colour carpet would you suggest?
A Somewhere within this colour scheme you need a strong
contrast to lift the room. We would recommend an aubergine
or plum shade either in the carpet or the suite. If you go with
the suite then try grey, silver or stone shades on the floor.
Source: Fun on the Floor Ask the Expert
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A softer image
Associated Weavers is looking forward after a successful Domotex

Cashmere Berber

Associated Weavers has long been widely
recognised as one of the leading carpet
manufacturers in product development,
constantly recognising market changes
and new trends. At the forefront of Steve
Elliott, md’s mind is the need to
concentrate on creating innovative
products that offer value for money to
maintain its leading position.
This was demonstrated at Domotex
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where, more than ever, the focus was on
offering more desirable carpets that
provide a wider choice in warmth, luxury
and style. It was a much softer image
combining the appearance of
hardwearing carpets plus up-to-theminute colours and textures.
‘We have been taking our usual
thoughtful approach to design and
colour and while we’re more interested in

fashion trends, we are looking for clean,
simple designs that consumers are
comfortable with, plus they must
complement the vibrant styles in
wallpapers and fabrics. We’ll be moving
ahead with more and more added value
too,’ says Elliott.
‘We’re not interested in cheap carpet,
we want to make quality carpets cheaper
and the progress in better yarns means
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we can produce superior products at an
affordable price.’
He says all the new ranges on show
attracted a lot of interest with visitors
most excited about Soft Touch, Country
Berber, Simply Stunning and York Twist,
all being launched within three months.
‘Country Berber is a beautiful carpet
for the modern home, constructed from
85% polypropylene and 15% polyamide,
giving a distinctive berber effect created
by contrasting fibres of polyamide and a
softer finish polypropylene.
‘It is available in 2.5m, 4m and 5m
widths, supported by a 10-year wear
guarantee which runs alongside a
10-year StainAway warranty. There are 10
colours to choose from,’ says Elliott.
Country Berber will be launched to
support established ranges that have
received positive reactions such as
Santorini, Everest Twist and Crossland
Berber.
‘But what differentiates Country Berber
from these ranges is that it has a longer
pile giving a heavier cloth and resulting
in a softer, luxurious finish.
‘Taking softness to another level is Soft
Touch. The generous pile height of this
range puts the carpet at the top of the
table of comfortable carpets underfoot.
What makes the product so desirable is
that it offers warmth and comfort to the
home and at the same time is hard
wearing and stain resistant,’ says Elliott.
Another addition to the 10-year wear
guarantee collection is Simply Stunning
that also has the 10-year StainAway
warranty. Described as ‘not your normal
100% polypropylene carpet,’ it has a soft
saxony finish. Made with StainGuard XL
fibre and available in both Felt and
Actionbac, there are 12 colours ranging
from vibrant reds to cool blues.
‘The other newcomer that had a
fantastic reaction is York Twist which
again comes with a 10-year StainAway
warranty, a 10-year wear guarantee and
is available in 10 colours. Suitable for
anywhere in the home, this carpet looks
and feels a quality carpet at an affordable
price,’ says Elliott.
AW’s growing Savile wool brand has
also been added to with Cashmere
Berber, using 80% British wool and
cashmere.
‘This luxurious carpet should have an
immediate effect on the marketplace. It
is equipped to be hard wearing and
comfortable for today’s demanding

Country Berber

consumer and is expected to get an
immediate response when it goes on
display,’ he says. ‘It is a smartly textured
product that fits perfectly with today’s
design trends while its cashmere wool
provides a soft, warm and unique lustre.’
It is available in nine natural colours
and 2.5m, 4m and 5m widths, backed by
a 10-year wear guarantee.
Elliott adds: ‘The future for carpet is

now looking brighter after what can only
be described as difficult economic times
over the past year and we are
determined to carry on leading the way
for choice, colour and style in the
industry.
‘These exciting new ranges mean we
now have one of the strongest carpet
collections launched in recent years.
Confidence is high for 2010.’
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With such a huge and
diverse product range;
prompt delivery from
massive UK stocks;
knowledgable staff, and
quality I can rely on,
I know I can be
confident when
specifying Willis &
Gambier furniture
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{ Interior

design furnishing solutions }

Willis & Gambier provide Interior design solutions for Bedroom, Dining
and Upholstery, with collections spanning contemporary chic, to classic
Louis Phillippe inspired designs.
We offer over 40 product ranges, totalling more than 4,000 individual
items of furniture, all available from stock at our UK warehouse for
immediate delivery, supplying clients from International restaurant chains
to small specialist Interior design companies.

For further information contact Francis Leary, Contracts Manager on: 0845 606 7004
Email: francis.leary@wguk.com www.wguk.com

Beautiful homes deserve beautiful furniture
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LIVING AND DINING

Offers on
the table
Above: The Cubic table
extends to 1.8m while the
1.4m table extends to
2.3m (left)
Below: The 1.5m Madrid
table, available in maple
and cherry finish (inset)
can easily be extended

With small modern
rooms, compact tables
are needed
If proof were needed that small can be
beautiful, it is to be found in the living
rooms of many homes – the compact
expanding dining table.
‘With the majority of people not
having separate living and dining rooms,
especially in modern homes, it’s
important that the table doesn’t take up
too much space when not in use.
However, it must also be able to seat
people comfortably when it is being
used,’ says Neil Godfrey, G&P Furniture
director.
The company has become a specialist
in compact dining tables that are easy to
extend. Its Cubic oak collection has six
tables of which four have flexible
extension options. The 1.2m draw leaf
table for example, extends to 1.5m with
one extension and 1.8m with two.
Godfrey says it has enjoyed
considerable success with the Windsor
House range launched at the Interiors
show last year. It offers a number of
dining options and value for money. In a
traditional style, with an ultra smooth,
easy-to-use extension mechanism, six
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tables are available in maple and cherry
finishes with two styles of chair and
various cabinet and occasional options.
The dual benefit of a practical,
compact table that offers versatile and
efficient extension options is one of the
range’s main selling points.
Following this success, the company
introduced Madrid, a modern version of
Windsor, at this year’s Interiors.
‘The same smooth extension
mechanism is available in the same clean

maple and cherry finishes but in a
modern, straight line design,’ says
Godfrey.
Offering a variety of looks has been
part of G&P’s approach since its
foundation in 1998. ‘We have
concentrated on providing an overall
product and service package that
customers can rely on,’ says Godfrey.
Nine ranges are available and cover
traditional and modern styles at a variety
of price points to meet different needs.
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bluebone.co.uk
Lounge Oak
retro-contemporary living and dining room collection featuring round
corners in solid American White Oak, also available in a rich choco finish
For more than ten years Blue Bone has been building an admirable reputation in the
furniture world for innovative design, quality of manufacture and materials, reliable
delivery and dedicated after-sales service.
manchester :
River Mill 2, Park Road, Dukinfield
Cheshire SK165PD.
TEL.: 0161-330 8959,
FAX.: 0161-330 8949
E-mail: manchester@bluebone.co.uk

belfast :
Edenderry Industrial Est 326 Crumlin Road
Belfast BT14 7EE.
TEL.: (028) 90746907,
FAX.: (028) 90753174
E-mail: belfast@bluebone.co.uk
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Belgium

AQUASTEP
B A LTA
B A LT E R I O
BEAULIEU
DOMO
IVC

Arte from Quick-Step

LANO

Leather-look laminate

QUICK

-STEP
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Traditional Elegant

Create the look
Retailers can personalise their displays with the Shop In Shop system
32
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Retailers can create individual displays

Grandeur

While some companies are content to keep up with the
Joneses, Balterio has established a reputation for keeping at
least one step ahead of the market with inventive and
contemporary finishes and innovative use of technology. This
year is no different.
The company has launched a major marketing support
package in its Shop In Shop display system. Seven units – in
50cm and 1m widths – can be used as standalone pieces or
combined. ‘The SIS display puts the product to the front so the
consumer is invited to discover, touch and feel the samples,’
says Franky Terrijn, Balterio marketing director.
Balterio is also claiming an industry first for the system, in
that retailers can design all aspects of the display online, right
down to the specific decors on each stand, using a simple to
use drag and drop facility on Balterio’s website. Permutations
can be saved and returned to later and full information on
which range and décor has been selected is included.
Its Grandeur collection already featured ChromeZone

Senator

technology but it has now been added to the plank’s bevelled
edge, giving extra emphasis to the 2.039m length and 23.8cm
width. Three finishes were added – Burgundy oak, Champagne
oak and Roussillon oak – increasing the number to eight.
‘Eye catching elegance,’ is how Terrijn describes the 9mm
Traditional Elegant collection. ‘It guarantees comfort and
admiring looks and adds extra character to interiors and
seduces with a passion for authentic class.’
It is available in seven finishes – Cambridge oak, Honey oak,
American oak, Volcano oak, African wenge, Stanford maple
and Royal cherry – all with either a two or four-sided micro
V-groove.
The 7mm Senator collection has undergone a major revamp
with nine new finishes and richer fine wood grain structure
providing more character.
The Studio oak finish has also been added to Tradition Duo
while Authentic Style Plus has seen the addition of the
Cambridge oak, Honey oak, American oak and Volcano oak.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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UK choice
Innovation is at the heart of Domo’s
product offer to all countries
‘We kept on innovating, which is what you need to do,’ says
Mathieu Steenland, Domo research and development director.
This innovation continued in 2010 with 74 ranges launched at
Domotex.
‘We have introduced more colours into ranges but the UK
remains more “safe” than the rest of Europe. We are also seeing
higher pile heights in the UK, following the lead of continental
Europe,’ says Steenland.
Unlike many flooring companies, Domo’s UK sales increased
last year.
Of the debuts at Domotex, seven were specifically aimed at
the UK market.
Precious is a shaggy available in 10 modern, trendy colours,
4m width as well as felt backing; Legacy is a 1/10 gauge
contemporary heather twist in 4m and 5m widths; Devon
Tweed saw the introduction of blue, red and grey shades
increasing the palette to eight colours; its sister product Fenton
offers a range of stripes in an identical colour palette; Nature’s
Writing will be further exposed in the market; Mountain Peaks
has been revamped with two new shades and Casino Royale is
a middle market twist available in 4m and 5m widths in 13
colours.
Further ranges will be introduced at its mid-April At Home
event, as Domo seeks to reinforce its reputation for innovation.
‘The new UK ranges offer increased value for money and are
designed for specific price points to cover the market. We are
not entering the race in having the cheapest twist or structure,
because at the current pace that will be a game without a

Dauville
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Precious Twist

winner’ says Christoph Vandermeersch, UK sales manager.
‘The UK is much more price driven than the rest of Europe.
This is where innovation struggles within the UK market: buyers
like the products but the combination of higher prices (linked
to innovation), the sampling cost and the cost of the stock
commitment, stops them from buying and consequently of
bringing the products to the retail shops,’ he says.
Both Steenland and Vandermeersch are convinced that if
stores offered some of the ranges they currently sell to the
continental European market, UK consumers would buy them.
‘Shoppers can only buy from the choice they are given,’ says
Steenland, ‘and I’m sure they would go for colours and products
they didn’t see in virtually every store if they were offered them.’

Legacy
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Carpeting the world
Targeted product
launches have
re-established
Beaulieu
International
Group’s position
as it looks forward
with optimism

Noblesse
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Beaulieu International Group’s tufted carpet division is entering
2010 with greater optimism after a couple of years that no
Belgian flooring company will remember with great joy.
‘We are building on the targeted product launches of 2009.
We have re-established ourselves in specific price point
products and higher end products,’ says Emmanuel Lioen,
marketing manager.
Further targeted products will be introduced at the 13-14
April At Home show.
‘The focus is on developing specific products that are right,
rather than having lots of launches,’ Lioen says. ‘You have to be
alert to changing situations such as currency rates and raw
material prices.’
Branded as Ideal in the UK, product introductions will include
the Saxony Carefree Choice, an addition to the Ideal Carefree
Collection (already consisting of Carefree Twist and Carefree
Heather) and a revised colourbank for Dublin Twist.
Tom Bourry, UK sales manager is confident the launches will
build on the success of the most recent debuts. ‘Desire, the
trendy shaggy, has been a success since its introduction, as well
as Carefree Heather. Heathers are selling better than plains.’
Carefree Heather has moved away from the traditional colour
palette, with shades including Lilac and Duck Egg Blue.
Generally, Bourry says darker natural shades continue to be the
most popular in the UK.
The group has also taken steps to reduce its environmental
impact. A water treatment system deals with waste water from
three tufted and needle felt factories while delivering 60m litres
of water a year to be reused for production. Its Kruishoutem
plant has 5,900 solar panels generating 1m kWh a year – the
equivalent of the electricity needs of 300 homes.

Carefree

BIG is also the official floorcovering supplier for the Belgian
pavilion at the World Expo 2010 Shanghai, providing 800sqm of
its Francorchamps loop carpet for the pavilion.
The 1 May to 31 October event is expected to attract 70m
visitors to the 5.28sqkm exhibition.

Desire
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Make a
splash
Water and laminate flooring were not
the best of friends – until AquaStep
joined the party
Laminate’s main problem is its aversion to water. If it gets
sufficiently wet it expands, causing all sorts of problems. But
AquaStep flooring builds on more than four decades of
knowledge in the PVC window market to prevent expansion.
Instead of a layer of MDF, the flooring has a PVC layer and a
rubber seal, preventing water entering the floor. As well as
preventing expansion, this allows it to be easily washed with
water and detergent. And using the Uniclic locking system, it is
as easy to fit as traditional laminate flooring.
The system has several additional features. The PVC conducts
less sound than MDF, making it 30% quieter than traditional
laminate flooring. Thanks to the stability of the PVC, the flooring
can be used to cover a large open area without profiles. It can
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Opposite page and
right: The laminate
does not absorb water
Below: Cleaning is
easy for improved
hygiene levels
Bottom right:
AquaStep can be used
in large areas and uses
the Uniclic locking
system

cover up to 900sqm, allowing the installation of one uniform,
uninterrupted floor across several rooms, making the area seem
much larger.
And no products would be future proof without an
environmental message: in AquaStep’s case all the PVC is
recycled and can be recycled again. The company even offers to
pay to take back an old floor to recycle it.
Last year saw AquaStep’s sales rise by 12% and the
introduction of two new versions should see turnover increase
again. Hydrofloor, designed for the DIY market, has a 5mm PVC
layer compared with AquaStep’s 8m layer, while Contruct’O is
for the contract market.
It is also available in tiles: AquaStep Mini comes in quantities
of 1.08sqm, designed to make it easy for the consumer to
calculate what they need. And a 40cm by 40cm tile is due to be
introduced later this year.
‘AquaStep is a product that has been engineered for an area
that it should be in,’ says Sammy Lasseel, AquaStep general
manager. ‘It can even be used next to swimming pools.’
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Lead position
Balta intends to demonstrate its leadership to allow further investment
Balta targeted market share growth in 2009 but it wants 2010 to
be a year where it retains its sales position while investing more
in products.
Geert Vanden Bossche, Balta marketing manager, says 2009
products were developed to price points that increased sales
but affected margin. ‘This year we want to change the product
mix to improve margins. For example, we have expanded the
upmarket polypropylene ranges and introduced new wool
collections at the medium and upper end. We are trying to
refocus on what we are doing on better end products and will
continue to invest in product development,’ he says.
‘Carpet is still being sold too cheaply and we want to
continue to invest to remain a long term trustworthy partner to
our customers, so we need to increase prices,’ says Philippe
Hamers, Balta broadloom business unit manager, who joined
from BIG on 1 February.
‘Raw material prices are increasing and exchange rates aren’t
likely to alter drastically,’ says Vanden Bossche.
‘We want to consolidate our position but as market leader we
have to lead the market [in terms of product development and
pricing]. We will spend more on sampling, marketing and
reposition the mix,’ says Hamers.
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Top left: Philippe Hamers. Shag piles such as Finesse (left and opposite page,
bottom) are more important; Classique Wilton (below) comes as a lighter
weight while there’s a choice of 18 colours for Stainsafe Heritage Heathers
(above and far left)

The desire to reposition the product mix was seen at
Domotex. Vintage Wilton, for example, has been positioned as a
top end PP range aimed at the traditional UK market with a
more natural colourbank. Classique Wilton is also available as a
lighter weight.
The 80/10/10 Prestige Twist and Prestige Berber Twist have
been given a wider colourbank of natural shades and Prestige
Twist is available in two weights and widths.
Fiesta/Twisty has been recoloured as has Stainsafe Olympia
and the Stainsafe Heritage Heathers saxony is available in 18
colours and two weights and widths.
As it demonstrated in 2009, shag piles are becoming a more
important part of Balta’s offering, with pile weights of up to
3.2kg per sqm being developed. For the UK, Shaggy Finesse is
available in 13 mainly natural and mineral shades, has a pile
weight of 2.2kg per sqm and is made from Balta’s bleach
resistant B-Tron yarn.
Further ranges will be launched during the summer,
including Shepherd Twist stripes in May with a traditional more
upmarket colourbank.
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Launch pad
Laminate and parquet company Quick-Step is unveiling almost 100 products
Product development has always been key to Quick-Step and
2010 is no exception, with more than 40 laminate and 45
parquet introductions.
Spearheading the launches is Vogue, the highest positioned
range of laminate floors that Quick-Step has offered.
Its six oak finishes have been developed especially for the UK,
including two Designers’ Choice contemporary finishes. The
matt and gloss finishes give the appearance of a real wood floor
than has been walked on for a couple of years with a gradual
transition between the finishes.
To further highlight the aged and authentic character of the
floor, the edges of the planks are bevelled, forming an irregular
pattern. The edge is laminated the same as the lop layer, giving
improved protection and allowing the wood-grain look of the
plank to flow seamlessly into the joints.
The two contemporary floors have the charm of a new oak
parquet floor, finished with a single tone (white or beige) matt
coating.
The 8mm Elite range consists of eight designs available in
two types: hand rustic, classic oak in a modern set of colours,
and old oak with matt-gloss finish. The old oak designs feature
Silverfrost technology to give a striking glossy appearance.
Quick-Step has developed its Go range to meet demand for
laminate floors with the appearance of narrow parquet strips,
with planks containing four, five and 10 strips. The width of the

strips is adapted to the structure and character of the wood
species.
In addition, Go also has three floors with a single-plank
design, available in grey oiled and black, inspired by knotty,
heavily worn floors.
Four designs in rustic oak have been added to the extra-long
and wide Largo collection while three oak finishes in warm,
grey colours with a high matt finish have been added to Eligna
and Perspective.
Carrara marble and two leather designs enhance the Arte tile
range, while multifunctional pipe covers and laminate stickers
have been introduced to improve the look of 15mm to 22mm
heating pipes.
Quick-Step’s Parquet is available in three collections: Palazzo,
Castello and Villa, comprising 47 different floors, ranging from
French oak to exotic timbers.
It consists of three layers: a 2mm veneer bottom layer, the
9mm core layer of recycled hevea wood from rubber
plantations and the top layer of at least 3mm of solid wood precoated with seven layers of varnish. Thanks to the multi-layer
structure, it has been possible to develop planks up to 19cm
wide and 180cm long, using the Uniclic Multifit system.
Philiep Caryn, Quick-Step communication and sponsorship
manager says the introductions means it now offers laminate
from £15per sqm to £40per sqm. Parquet starts at £40per sqm.

Above: Castello
Left: Villa
Right: Vogue
Top left: Arte
Top right: Elite
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Brand
new
IVC has refreshed its brands and
the group wants to get closer to
its stockists

Avenue’s Cafe Noir

Changing well known brands can be fraught with risks
(Consignia, British Airways and New Coke anyone), but for IVC
the time is right to refresh its brands.
Leolan is a decade old and the licence to use Domo runs out
in 2011. Add to that the need for a brand for its design floors
collection and new contract products and it is easy to see why
one rebrand now is a far better option than introducing them
gradually.
But the rebranding – Leolan has become Leoline, Domo is
Avenue, design floors is Moduleo while Itec covers contract – is
just part of the group’s efforts, according to Francis
Debrabandere, IVC commercial director.
‘We want to be closer to our retailers so they understand the
differences between the ranges and their features,’ he says.
A training guide for retailers is being introduced alongside an
information leaflet for shoppers and improved stands and POS.
Debrabandere is also encouraging stockists to fit larger
displays of the vinyl to the floor to give consumers a better
understanding of how their room would look.
‘Leoline has suitable designs for all consumers, with Avenue
aimed more at consumers who are more into design who want
trend leading but commercial designs,’ he says.
Consumer marketing/PR is planned for the rebranding, along
with regional advertising support for retailers. A series of
roadshows are also planned to allow stockists to see the ranges
in large displays.
Having added Global to Stepper in the Moduleo collections,
further ranges are planned for later on in the year including a
bevelled edge product.
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Above: Bamboo
Left: Penhurst
Wilton
Below: Portman
Twist

Future
patterns
Investment and responding to
trends is key to Lano’s success

Product development and reinvestment has long been a key to
the success of the family-run Lano Carpets in the UK.
Lano Carpets is an established and popular name with many
independent, regional and national retailers, and these stores
are now reaping the reward of investments in the latest tufting,
dyeing and weaving facilities.
It recognises there is a significant demand for carpets that
look great, perform well and don’t cost the earth. So recent
launches have seen the Harelbeke-based manufacturer turn its
hand to delivering products that offer new possibilities, while
ensuring popular existing ranges keep the fires burning for
consumers with regular updates to colour banks and
specifications in line with trends. For example, the Startwist and
Scala plain collections are being updated.

But Lano’s offer also includes patterns, including Penhurst
Wilton. Offering two patterns, each in seven shades, Lano says
Penhurst Wilton brings patterned carpet to the mainstream,
backed by a 10-year stain resistance warranty and at a price that
puts it in the reach of far more home owners than ever before.
‘After all, not everyone has pockets deep enough to afford
pure new wool axminsters, yet this shouldn’t mean that they
miss out,’ says the company.
In seeking innovative materials, Lano has launched Bamboo,
the first domestic carpet to contain bamboo fibre.
Supported with Comfort Backing, the tufted saxony is
designed to have diverse appeal that will help to provide a
talking point in-store and respond to a growing green
conscience among carpet shoppers, without sacrificing style.
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Fungi breaks down plastics
Polyurethane plastics used to make a host of products from
upholstery fillings to paints that can be difficult to recycle could
soon be degraded in compost heaps, thanks to a study at the
University of Manchester.
A team led by Dr Geoff Robson of the university’s Faculty of
Life Sciences has found that certain fungi can degrade the
plastic in soil and that the rate of degradation increases when
the volume of these fungi is increased or nutrients are added to
the soil to boost the fungi’s activity.
Further studies are being done to make sure the degradation
of polyurethanes does not adversely affect the composting
process or its products.
‘This is a significant finding. Polyurethanes are used to make
many, many products and can take up a large amount of
volume in landfill sites, which are rapidly running out of space.
This makes it a major environmental pollutant,’ says Robson.
‘This study opens the possibility that fungi could be used to
degrade these materials instead of dumping them into landfill
sites.’
The team placed polyurethane pieces in soil containing fungi
and bacteria. As the polyurethane degraded, the number of
fungi increased as they digested the byproducts, showing that
it was the fungi breaking down the plastic.
‘Fungi which naturally occur in soils have a remarkable
capacity to degrade dead plants and animals, playing a pivotal
and essential role in nutrient cycling in the environment. This
study demonstrates some of these fungi also have the ability to
degrade man-made polyurethanes,’ explains Dr Robson.
‘We demonstrated increased degradation of polyurethanes
when buried in soil either by enhancing the activity of fungi
already present by adding nutrients to the soil or by adding
specific fungi to the soil that had previously been isolated from
the surface of degrading polyurethane.’
The team is now investigating how best to apply the findings
to polyurethane waste management. One possible method
would be to spray fungi on to the polyurethane but another
method would be to compost polyurethane along with other
compostable materials – using existing facilities.
Dr Robson, a biochemist and plant biologist who has studied
fungi for many years, adds: ‘Fungi are the classic underdogs. If
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Fungi could help compost upholstery fillings rather than go to landfill

Old sofas could be heading for our gardens, not landfill

we didn’t have fungi, we wouldn’t be here – we would be
buried under mountains of stuff that they break down for us.’
The results of the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
Research Council funded study have been published in Applied
and Environmental Microbiology.
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Combining
manufacturing
know-how with design
is key to WBH’s success
‘In the past many British manufacturers
fell into the trap of making products,
then finding people to buy them,’ says
Cliff Tracey, WBH senior designer.
‘That worked a lot better when we had
an empire to export to, and a domestic
market free from foreign competition.
Times have changed and you now have
to do it the other way round – find out
what the market wants, then create it.
‘The fact that we’re still in business, 60
years later, shows we’ve successfully
adapted to the new global reality. We’re
manufacturers, but very design led.’
For Tracey, the key is combining design
and manufacturing skills.
‘On the one hand it’s aesthetic and
ergonomic. If you have to create
products that are desirable, people will
find the money. But on the other, you
have to face reality – something
desirable and expensive to produce will
always have a limited market. The skill is
in creating collections that are beautiful,
yet inexpensive to manufacture.‘
Understanding the latest market
trends is just half of it, it’s also about
technology. WBH’s ability to develop new
processes allows it to produce
aesthetically pleasing and high quality
pieces at competitive prices, he says.
‘As a designer I have to face in both
directions – I have to understand what
people will buy, but I also have to
understand how to design products that
can be manufactured economically.
Anyone can make something that looks
pretty, but the real skill is finding ways to
produce it at a price,’ he explains.
‘Then there’s innovation – you’ve really
got to grasp the possibilities created by
advances in technology. If it becomes
possible to make a chair leg 30% stronger
but 20% thinner, for 15% less money,
then I have to know. Plus durability
comes into it – the products have to be
capable of taking a real beating.’
Tracey points out that reducing waste
is vital. ‘You have to consider mundane
things like size of boards. If you are
throwing material away it’s bad design.
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There’s also a moral aspect to it – we all
have a duty to make the best use of
scarce resources. Then there’s the simple
economics – things cost less if you waste
less, so good design is good business
and good environmental stewardship.

‘The key is innovation. It’s a very
dynamic company, very flexible, very
willing to change. If you look at what we
make now, it’s hugely different from our
products five years ago,’ he says.
Tracey says WBH is obsessive about
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to demand

quality – from the moment the raw
material comes in to the point where the
product goes out to the retailer, it’s
checked.
‘If we let standards slip we’ll just have
to take the item back, so it’s best to get it

right, first time, every time. Consistency is
crucial, and it’s one way we score over
foreign competition.’
Tracey thinks many retailers have
learned from experience that buying
from the Far East is a false economy.

‘As well as the quality issue there’s the
delivery time, the lack of flexibility, the
fact your money is tied up for longer and
you have to order large quantities. We
can deliver direct to a customer’s home,
straight from the factory.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Quirky formula
‘Brown leather boxes’ are not part of Lebus’ offerings
‘Now is a very exciting time to be a
home-grown producer,’ says Karl Walker,
Lebus director.
The company has seen a dramatic shift
away from leather back to fabric over the
past 18 months, much of this driven by
consumers looking for interesting and
design led looks, rather than the
standard ‘brown leather box at a price’.
Walker says retailers want to add value
and colour to the shopfloor but that does
not come easy with products from the
Far East, so Lebus has taken advantage of
this change.
‘We are one of the rare UK
commodities that actually makes things!
We do not import or wholesale products.
We insist on our production teams being
in a position to control all aspects of our

business at source at our 250,000sqft
Scunthorpe factory,’ he explains.
‘The real key has been our ability to
get product to market very quickly. We
are prolific developers of new models –
our design and development
department being the heart of the
business.
‘We have found that our customers
now demand that response times,
delivery dates and after sales support are
critical when looking at new product. If
you couple this with design flair, and the
ability to achieve critical price points, it’s
a formula that appears to work for us.’
He says January’s Interiors was the
firm’s most successful trade show.
Customers have bought into the Lebus
‘quirky’ looks over the past couple of

years and the products have sold well.
‘This success obviously inspired many
of them to expand the offer substantially.
We launched nine products and eight
sold in sufficient quantities for us to
introduce them to the range before
Easter,’ says Walker.
‘I believe that as the market remains
challenging, buyers feel confident in
sourcing closer to home. However, in
order to hold on to marketshare we are
aware that we have to be very proactive,
continue to develop new looks and back
up very commercial product with
exceptional after sales.
‘The business is lean and efficient
which allows us to control costs
rigorously. This will be the real factor in
remaining competitive.’

Leona (left), Oslo
(below right) and
Camilla (below left) all
sold in substantial
numbers at Interiors
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Snuggle sofa, swivel
chair and swivel stool
Lebus Upholstery
designed for todays lifestyle

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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Confidence
comes home
Kingstown Furniture says design
and value for money will be the
main motives for buying in 2010

Above: Louise has a
walnut finish
Left: Provence
features cock-bead
detailing

‘There’s no doubting that the demand for
British furniture has grown over the last
year. The credit crunch and poor quality
of imported goods have been
contributing factors to this trend, in
addition to the superiority of products
manufactured closer to home,’ says Geoff
Brailsford, Kingstown Furniture group
sales director.
Consumers are keen to support the UK
economy and want the best quality
products available, but he says design
and value for money will be the main
motives for buying throughout 2010.
The UK coming out of recession is
great news for the furniture industry but
Brailsford says manufacturers cannot rest
on their laurels or just rely on British
heritage to attract custom.
He envisages the effects of the credit
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crunch remaining for some time and
although consumers will be prepared to
pay for quality items, they will still insist
on receiving the best quality products for
the best possible prices.
‘That’s not to say the consumer doesn’t
recognise the additional benefits of
buying British though. Convenience,
easier communication and quicker
delivery times combined with confidence
in the future of British manufacturing
also encourage consumers to buy closer
to home,’ Brailsford says.
‘At Kingstown we are keen to provide
exactly what the UK consumer wants.
We work hard to ensure our designs
are ideal for the British market and
continue to launch original and exciting
products including our new ranges
Provence and Louise.’

Provence has a warm oak finish with a
front frame design. The furniture has a
cock-bead detail around the doors and
drawers with an antique pewter knob.
Other features are traditional scotia
moulding on the chests and side
moulding.
Louise has a rich walnut finish and
distinctive wide-frame five-piece door
and drawer. Features include a slim
mirror in-keeping with the door design,
extra height and contemporary bar
handles. The full depth assembled
wardrobes which, as well as freestanding, are available in a variety of
packages to achieve a fitted look.
There is a choice of double and single
hanging options as standard and the
single wardrobes offer hanging or
shelving.
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The only FIRA Gold
Award approved fibre
filled seat cushion

Produced from recycled post-consumer polyester
bottles, duratech offers tangible environmental benefits
whilst outperforming every other fibre filled seat cushion
under the exacting testing conditions of FIRA
Suite featured - Woburn Sofa in Black and Beige by Buoyant Upholstery

™

duratech ™
, the only FIRA Gold Award approved fibre filled seat cushion is value-engineered to be as
environmentally focused as it is resilient and comfortable. Manufactured extensively from recycled polyester
bottles and, owing to the advanced composition of the materials used, it requires substantially less filling with
no reduction in performance. With significant savings made to carbon emissions generated during fibre
production, duratech ™ is at the cutting edge of effective carbon footprint management.

duratech™, time to rethink what you expect from a cushion
For further information on duratech™ please contact our dedicated service team
on 01706 874000 or email sales@druryadams.co.uk
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Pushing
Original British design is the centrepiece
of the Willis & Gambier strategy

Transitional Forecast
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Design is at the heart of Willis & Gambier’s strategy to make it
stand out from the competition. To mark its 20th anniversary, its
UK design team decided to push the boundaries with the
launch of nine collections at the Interiors exhibition.
‘Original design is at the heart of the Willis & Gambier
operation and we will continue to produce and strive for
cutting-edge products so we can eventually become
design leaders within the industry,’ says Mark Symes, Willis &
Gambier md.
‘After a dynamic and impressive show, the intention is to
grow the business further throughout 2010 and beyond with
even more design-led products. We understand the UK market
and the British furniture buying consumers who are looking for
furniture that is functional as well as beautiful.’
Symes highlights the transitional Forecast collection as a
prime example. This clean and contemporary styled furniture is
made from light oak and features rustic metal detailing. As
Willis & Gambier has a strong presence in the US, the US
designers collaborated with the UK team to research and
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the boundaries
identify trends that could be transferred to the UK market.
The Forecast collection has more than 50 pieces running
through living, dining, home office and bedroom. Features
include a pull-out drawer for a keyboard on the desk, and
stackable units that can be used as side tables or extra seating.
The vintage French boudoir trend has been given a modern
twist with the Charlotte collection – a carved range in
unpainted, natural oak. Inspired by 18th century French ivory
designed furniture, the collection has soft curves crafted in solid
oak to give each piece a fresh appeal. The solid Chinese oak
with oak veneers is finished with a clear lacquer to ensure the
natural hue of the wood shows through.
Little extras within this collection include hidden sidehanging rails in each wardrobe, which slide out . There are also
removable shoe rails and a tie rail.
Willis & Gambier sources a wide selection of timber from
around the world, developing a selection of different finishes
within each range, including oak, cherry, walnut, alder, elm,
hevea and birch.
‘Each design makes the most of the wood’s colour and form,
creating the perfect blend of style and texture. The result is a
piece of furniture that delights its customers both in look and
feel,’ says Symes.

Carved Charlotte

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Left: Moonflower Temperate
Below: Riaz Ahmed (right) met
Prince Charles at the recent
reception at Towneley Hall

Sweet success
Increased demand has seen Sweet Dreams
add to its workforce in Burnley
Sweet Dreams, the bed manufacturer
and furniture supplier has seen
production increase as a result of ranges
launched in January. To cope with this
the privately owned firm has taken on
nine employees at its Burnley, Lancashire
factory, increasing its workforce to 148.
‘Trading conditions have been very
difficult recently, so the success we
enjoyed at Interiors was all the more
welcome. We have done our best not to
allow the recent recession to inhibit our
natural growth, and have launched
product lines. We’re delighted that retail
buyers put in the orders and as a result
we’re having to take on more staff,’ says
Riaz Ahmed, Sweet Dreams md.
As a major employer in the area,
Ahmed was recently invited to a business
reception for Prince Charles organised by
Burnley Borough Council. ‘He seemed
genuinely interested in what the
company was doing and how we were
coping with the economic climate,’ says
Ahmed.
British-made divans and mattresses are
at the very heart of the Sweet Dreams’
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range. With eight collections
of divans, plus the new Revive
vacuum-packed mattresses
and Clayton upholstered
bases, Sweet Dreams provides
one of the largest ranges of
British-manufactured beds.
The top end collection,
Moonflower, comprises four
models, all with special
properties to their mattresses.
Temperate, at the top of the range,
uses micro-encapsulated waxes (phase
change materials) which absorb and emit
heat energy. Creating an individual
microclimate, these smooth fibres ensure
the sleeper should always be at the right
temperature. It has a high loft, quilted,
pillowtop cover with cotton fillings, and
inside the mattress there is a high count
of pocket springs.
Other beds in the Moonflower
collection are Atmosphere, with a double
action mattress for summer and winter;
Actapure, with a probiotic, allergenbusting cover; and Cotton Pure, with
cotton-topped upholstery and a luxury

knitted, pure cotton mattress top. Cotton
Pure uses Sweet Dreams’ Sleepzone
springs for individual sleeping comfort.
Sweet Dreams hopes its success at
Interiors will be repeated when the firm
exhibits at the NBF Bed Show in
September.
‘We like the idea of a show specifically
targeted at our market and are looking
forward to showing at Telford,’ says Jackie
McGarvey, Sweet Dreams sales manager.
‘It promises to be an excellent platform
to demonstrate to retailers the
advantages of buying British, and of
buying from a company with such a
strong service record.’
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A true
partnership
Manufacturer Vale-Bridgecraft is continuing
to expand its regional showroom network
Vale-Bridgecraft has a joint history of
almost 130 years of British
manufacturing and one of its most
important objectives is to support
retailers as much as it can, says Stuart
Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md.
‘In times of increased competition
from multiple retailers and supermarket
chains, we have taken this support to the
next level with our regional showrooms.’
Its latest stockist support showroom
opens in Warrington at the end of March
and the company is well on its way to
reaching its target of eight regional show
centres by the end of 2010.
Footfall is achieved by newspaper and
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magazine advertising, with titles
including Daily Mail, Daily Telegraph
and The Times supported by
weekend supplements such as You
magazine. It has also used Saga
magazine, which has a readership of
1.76m covering the core Vale-Bridgecraft
market age group of 50-plus.
‘We work in partnership with our
stockists,’ says Chadwick. ‘They guarantee
to carry a minimum amount of stock in
support of their aims and to benefit from
showroom referrals. Current orders taken
in the showrooms amount to more than
30% of our turnover.’
So why don’t other manufacturers

follow Vale-Bridgecraft’s approach?
‘We believe the independent retailer is
more than ever before under increasing
pressure from multiples and
supermarkets. There is also a growing
number of sell direct companies all
adding to competition,’ says Chadwick.
Its stockists have the knowledge and
expertise to educate the end user of the
benefits of buying quality British
upholstery.
‘Although not the cheapest, it does in
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the longer term offer the best value for
money. The long-term interest of the
company lies in creating a unique
partnership between ourselves and our
stockists,’ he says.
Stockists strongly support the
showroom network.
‘We have no hesitation in sending our
customers to the Vale-Bridgecraft
showrooms, as they provide outstanding
service with helpful and friendly advice,’
says George Wilson, director of Home
Designs in Kendal, Cumbria.
‘As an independent retailer, having
access to a Vale-Bridgecraft showroom
that is advertised in the national Press is
a major benefit. The ability for the end
user to view the full product range –
effectively double the size of our
showroom – is fantastic. Employing
dedicated sales people ensures high
product knowledge and by working
closely with the retailer and showroom
incentives a win-win situation should
ensue,’ says Steve Pickles, owner of
Pickles Furnishers in Shipley, West
Yorkshire.
‘As a Vale-Bridgecraft stockist we
benefit very much from being able to
suggest to our customers that they visit
one of the Vale-Bridgecraft showrooms,
where friendly, expert help and advice is
always available. These referrals usually
result in an order being placed there and
then,’ says Peter Mason, Furniture
Superstore salesman in Wokingham,
Berkshire.
While the company is best known for
products aimed at the 50 year-old plus
consumer, Chadwick says its offer will be
widened later this year when it launches
a series of ranges targeted at the 30-50
year-old shopper.

The company will add
to its offer, including
Elgar (above) and
Empire (far left), with
more ranges later in
the year
Below left: ValeBridgecraft is a regular
consumer advertiser
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A variety of POS is offered

The top tier can also be used on existing beds

Pillow talk
Latex International hopes to restore latex
to its former position in the bed market
Memory foam has been the bedding
material to use in the past few years, but
Latex International wants talalay latex to
be 2010’s bedding material.
‘We want to establish a global brand.
We have an opportunity to re-establish
latex as the premium sleeping surface,’
says Michael Cioffi, Latex International
product manager. ‘Consumers want the
benefits of visco-elastic but not the heat,
so where do they turn?’
The company has adopted a twopronged approach, with beds marketed
under the Pure Latex Bliss brand and
pillows under Rejuvenite.
Pillows are a vital part of the sales
process. ‘The salesman talks about the
pillow for two minutes at the start, then
the shopper takes it around as they try
the mattresses – it makes the mattresses
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feel more comfortable and boosts
mattress and pillow sales,’ says Chris
Francis, national sales manager.
‘Pillows introduce them to latex as a
sleeping material. If the customer
associates the feel of the bed with the
pillow, they will buy on the feel not on
price.’
Staff training is also important. ‘We will
train all staff in-store. Shoppers think that
any non-spring product will generate
heat but latex doesn’t. Sales staff need to
know that having a thicker mattress
doesn’t relate to comfort,’ says Cioffi.
The company insists its products will
only be available in stores and it will not
supply etailers. ‘We are here to support
the retailer. The focus has always been on
the retailers’ needs,’ he says.
Targeting the upper end of the market,

Francis says: ‘These are not beds for
people who like their beds – they are for
people who love their beds. Spending
money on a bed is a purchase no-one
enjoys. People who buy these are not
distress purchase customers.’
The bed range will include five models,
made in Harrogate, and a latex topper.
‘The mattresses are100% latex, so it
differentiates it from other latex bed
suppliers,’ says Cioffi.
Francis expects shoppers to buy the
topper for an existing bed and come
back later to buy a complete bed with
that feel. The products have a 15-year
warranty including a five-year guarantee.
Cioffi says the company is looking for
20 stockists in its first year in the UK,
allowing it to demonstrate its service
levels.
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When it comes to
British bedrooms,
size does matter.
New Horizons is a stunning new collection of
high gloss bedroom furniture designed
exclusively for the UK market. The look is
very cool, contemporary and continental,
while the specification and build quality
is uniquely British.
Fronted with high gloss panels, drawer fronts
and sliding doors, this comprehensive collection
of white and black furniture includes a
traditional over-bed surround and a range
of wardrobes and chests, most of which come
ready assembled. The finish is sheer, shiny
and sexy. The white is chic in a clean and
understated way, while the black is elegant, with
a more powerful presence.
Add to this the quality and value-for-money for
which Caxton is renowned, and the benefits of
buying British - reliability, delivery and support
- and you can see why we believe New Horizons
is sure to become an overnight success.

To arrange a consultation with one of our agents
please call 08700 600 555 today.
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Golden times
Ekornes is looking forward to another successful year
Many companies were hit by 2009‘s
credit crunch but Stressless owner
Ekornes is one company that has reason
to celebrate.
‘Our employees and retailers have
done a fantastic job for Ekornes in 2009.
What appeared to be a difficult year at
first has turned out to be a golden year,’
says Øyvind Tørlen, Ekornes ceo.
‘Focused and dedicated work in
the markets, along with the
advantage of high brand
knowledge, has led to a particularly
positive development in Norway,
Central Europe and the UK. Lower raw
materials costs also had a positive
impact on profits,’ he says.
Turnover for 2009 rose by 10% with
the group’s operating profit totalling
NOK500m (£55.5m). This came after a
record 2008, which saw at least the
eighth consecutive year of sales
increases. Sales in local currencies rose by
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6%, with Asia-Pacific the fastest growing
export market, up 17%. The UK, Norwy
and Central Europe also saw bouyant
growth.
Sales in the fourth quarter would have
been higher but for the decision to cut
back on production at the start of 2009.
In the face of the global recession,
production was trimmed from 1,750
seats a day to 1,500. It is now 1,700 and
expected to return to 1,750 next month.
The order reserve at the end of the
year was NOK422m (£46.8m), more than
double the order reserve at the same
time the previous year. This year has also
started well. Order income in January
was NOK287m (£31.9m) – the highest
order income ever for a single month.
In the UK and Republic of Ireland, sales
saw double digit growth in 2009 and Q4
was up 38%. ‘The figures show the
benefit of our significant investment in
the Stressless brand and the efforts of
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Above: Jazz
Right: Kensington
Opposite page:
Top: Arion
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our retailers,’ says Mike Haines, Ekornes
UK md. ‘In difficult times it shows that
marketing continues to pay dividends,
backed up with investment in training as
well as having quality products that
consumers want to buy.’
Despite retail being hit by bad weather
Duncan Box, Ekornes UK marketing
manager, anticipates another positive
year. ‘While everyone lost sales in January
with consumers deterred from shopping,
we have recouped this business and with
our Spring campaigns just starting our
retailers, as well as ourselves, are positive
that we will all “reap what we sow”. Add
to that the fact that 35 retailers
requested new Concept studios at our
Innovators of Comfort show, as well as
placing very good orders for our 2010
launches, and we will host a record
number of roadshow events, we are very
positive about 2010 and looking forward
to what the rest of the year will bring.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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UK focus
Rauch Möbelwerke puts its success down to understanding consumer needs
German bedroom manufacturer Rauch Möbelwerke scores
highly in any league table of longevity having been founded in
1897 in Freudenberg, where its headquarters still are.
Over the decades, the family-owned company has become a
global player and is one of Europe’s largest bedroom furniture
manufacturers. The company has been exporting its
freestanding furniture to the UK since 1982.
Bettina Heilmann, Rauch export director, attributes its global
success to four factors that characterise Rauch: marketappropriate products in conjunction with a unique level of
value for money, outstanding service and marketing support.
She says that as one of the leading suppliers of freestanding
furniture in the UK, Rauch is familiar with the requirements of
the different target groups.
‘The clear, timeless design of Rauch furniture stands in the
foreground. The high quality of the beds, wardrobes and chests
of drawers speaks for itself, as does the elegant design,’ says
Heilmann.
All products are manufactured in premium timber materials.
Rauch has its own chipboard plant using only wood from native
forests. The entire furniture collection holds the Blauer Engel
environmental seal, Germany’s most important label for
ecological products.
Rauch prides itself on its prices and service. Logistics are
stringently organised and reliable. All order processing is
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carried out locally and dealt with by ‘native speakers’.
Heilmann says: ‘The fourth aspect to which we owe our
success in the UK market is the extraordinary marketing
support at point of sale which is currently being expanded. The
company dynamically supports the retail trade with an
innovative in-store concept and has developed a variety of
display suggestions for different sizes of free-standing
bedrooms.’
In the smallest area, S, is a wardrobe promotion of the Altro
range; in size M the Largo wardrobe range is also shown, which
includes a unique corner wardrobe. The L version includes the
flexible Dimension 3 wardrobe system. This offers the most
variations so is suitable for fitting out larger presentation areas.
It comes in three heights – 201cm, 226cm and 239cm – and two
depths – 45cm or 64cm. The multifunctional wardrobe system
has many practical accessories.
All this is backed-up by brochures, product banners and
catalogues including price lists and colours for the wardrobe
exteriors. Similar displays are available for wardrobe interiors.
‘The Rauch experts are also pleased to provide intensive
colour and decoration advice to optimise the consumer appeal
in-store,’ says Heilmann. ‘With these measures, and similar ideas,
I believe we will continue to succeed in convincing British
consumers of the benefits of bedroom furniture “Made in
Germany” in the coming years.’
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BEDS AND BEDROOMS

S

The in-store layouts
for the UK are S, M
and L. The Altro
wardrobe is part of
the smallest size
(above)

M

Opposite page:
Rauch has exported
to the UK since 1982

L
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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New

stars
Recent weeks have seen a host
of product introductions

Top: Berry Floor’s
Riviera
Left: Hoco’s Unico
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Par-Ky celebrated its 20th anniversary
with the introduction of Par-ky by
Shinnoki at Domotex, designed to appeal
to environmentally aware consumers.
It is a FSC certified product and
produced without adding any ureaformaldehyde. ‘This positions the new
Par-ky line in the head of the platoon of
green building,’ says Karl Iserbyt, Par-Ky
export manager.
Two layers of veneer with eight layers
of lacquer are applied to a 12mm HDF
board with a 2mm cork layer on the
bottom. The 1,800mm by 160mm planks
have a modified Uniclic profile.
‘We have positioned ourselves
stronger than before on the green front.
The growing green consciousness, both
internal and external, has been a true
driver for this new development.’ 
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Advertising feature: Staingard

A clean break for Staingard

Furniture protection specialist Staingard has completed a long-awaited MBO
from insurance giant Marsh. The management feel the move will allow them
to offer a more personal touch to customer care with products and quality.
It’s good news all round.
Directors Neil Gent, Paul Aiston and Lesley Watts are familiar faces within
the industry, with more than 40 years of service between them. Their aim is
simple: expand and develop the perfectly named Staingard brand across the
furniture sector, providing the highest quality care products, programmes and
levels of cover, reinforced by personal one-to-one service, staff training and
bespoke retail support.
The foundations have already been laid, and the business is now fully
equipped to fulfil this solid proposition from end to end.
They have secured the full backing, support and reassurance from UKbased underwriters; retained their power brands – Staingard and
Leathermaster – which are recognised and trusted by retailers and customers
alike; developed comprehensive five-year protection plans for furniture, beds
and carpets; created superior care products and retail kits for add-on sales
and established a technical infrastructure that facilitates fast, efficient electronic data transfer.
Furthermore, all three key directors are committed to remaining hands-on
in frontline sales development, customer relations and retail training to
demonstrate an absolute commitment to the long-term growth, stability and
the premium position of the company. Whether building and maintaining relations with independent retailers or large multiples, it is the firm belief from all
sides that this personal touch of care, understanding and flexibility will bring
Staingard closer to its customers, strengthen mutual relations, ensure the
highest quality service, create opportunities, and be a defining factor that sets
them apart from competitors.

For more information, please call us on 08700 174040
or email: sales@staingard.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Berry Floors introduced The Berry Loc
X-treme, which the company says is
stronger and has a faster closing
mechanism that cuts installation times
by 30%. It is available on its Grandioso
and Parquet collections. The Riviera
Wood and Riviera Tiles ranges have
been treated with the Berry Floor
Hydro Plus, making the laminate floor
water resistant.
Hoco’s three layer parquet is available
in four ranges: Natural, Rustic – both of
which are available as three stripe planks
– Unica and Retro, which has an uneven
surface. All use tongue and grooves for
fitting.
Schulte Raume has revamped almost
all of its laminate offer, introducing the
Masterclic Plus end connection system to
some ranges and a host of décors and
designs. The new 250 Format Design
collection décors include aerial
landscapes, brightly coloured stripes,
bold patterns and lunar landscapes.

Right: Schulte
Raume’s Moon

Three plus one
Previewed at last year’s
National Floor Show,
Kersaint Cobb’s engineered
and solid wood collection
offers four finishes:
lacquered; brushed and
lacquered; brushed and UV
oiled; and hand scraped and
lacquered. It comes in
14mm, 18mm and 20mm
multi-layered planks, as well
as an 18mm solid oak plank.
The engineered planks come
in Oak Natural, Oak Nutmeg,
Oak Country, Oak Smoked
and Black American Walnut,
while the solid plank is
available in oak with a brush
and lacquered finish.
‘With so many finishes and
colour options there is a
range to suit all tastes and
areas of the home,’ says Mike
Richardson, Kersaint Cobb
general manager. ‘They have
been selected to meet the
demand for affordable yet
quality timber flooring.’
Pictured are the
engineered planks in the
brushed and UV oiled Oak
Smoked finish.
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Above: Supreme Senses features slate embossing while Traditional Vintage (below) comes in eight finishes

Natural look
Classen’s Sensa range has received a positive welcome in the UK
Since its launch into the UK 15 months ago, the Sensa brand of
laminate flooring has achieved an impressive rate of
distribution, with about 1,000 display stands and 15,000
swatches in the UK and Republic of Ireland marketplace.
‘Mario David and I took on the agency and developed Sensa
for the UK market and tastes,’ says Kevin Lapthorn.
‘Between us we have four decades of experience of the
laminate market, so we have been able to understand the
market and develop a collection which is successful.’
Sensa is manufactured by Classen’s Akzenta Vertriebs division
in Germany from local timber and is available nationwide
through several wholesalers offering next day delivery.
The collection is made up of three plank ranges: the oak
Traditional Vintage; the mid-upper market Natural Prestige and
trendy Urban Loft, and the Supreme Senses laminate 605mm x
282mm tile range, with slate embossing on the surface of the
8mm tile. It is available in six finishes while the planks feature
eight finishes.
‘We have gone for a more brushed oil finish for a more
natural look,’ says Lapthorn, ‘and the plank sizes on Natural
Prestige and Urban Loft are 160mm wide to give the perception
of real wood sized planks.’
All use the Sensaloc fitting system and are supported by a
wide range of accessories.
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COMMERCIAL MANAGER - PASCAL PETIT - 07855

476 088

sales reps & agents

OW HOUSE, PO BOX 158, LEEDS, LS9 1AS
SALES TEL: 0113 380 5330 FAX: 0113 380 5339
EMAIL: sales@owbmk.co.uk

STEVE MITCHELL - 07973 661 032 - YORKSHIRE / NORTH WEST
PAUL BURGESS - 07773 817 902 - EAST MIDLANDS / WALES / SOUTH WEST
JIM POTTS - 07980 088 309 - NORTH EAST
ROBERT FLETCHER - 07836 785 133 - SOUTH EAST
MARK VINTER - 07775 902 376 - SCOTLAND
GARY O’BOYLE - 07831 220 675 - IRELAND & NORTHERN IRELAND
ROB STUBBS - 0785 412 7676 - MIDLANDS / EAST ANGLIA / NORTH LONDON
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MARKETING

Working
knowledge
After retail and manufacturing, the former
Steens UK md has moved into marketing
When Keith Robinson wanted a career change he didn’t step far
from the industry he knows so well. Having worked in furniture
retail and manufacturing since he was a teenager, the former
Steens UK md decided to launch a marketing agency –
Furniture Trade Services.
‘It was time for me to do something different. The structure is
in place at Steens UK with Alan Cozens, succeeding me which
allows me to do this,’ explains Robinson.
Steens is Furniture Trade Services’ first client, working one day
a week for the Danish flatpack furniture manufacturer.
Robinson plans to specialise in introducing overseas
companies to the UK market. ‘I have the advantage that I know
what the retailers’ requirements are, for example factory audits
and FSC, and many companies don’t meet those requirements. I
will be very selective in adopting clients. Concentrating on
furniture and companies looking to enter the UK is likely to be
the main part of the business,’ he says.

Providing marketing services, advising on recruiting agents
and information on professional services such as accountants
and lawyers is also on the agenda.
‘The quality of the product is important. Because companies
are successful in their home territories and other markets, many
think their products will work in the UK. But the UK is different
and products have to be suitable for the UK,’ he says.
Robinson left school at 15 and says he always wanted to be a
salesman.
His career has always been in the furniture industry with 15
years at Great Universal Stores when it was one of the UK’s
largest high street furniture retailers, working his way up the
ladder. When GUS sold its stores, B&Q came calling and he
spent two years involved in its ultimately abandoned plans to
open a chain of standalone furniture stores.
He then launched his own children’s furniture store Junior
Bedrooms in 1988, before moving into manufacturing.

Top: Keith Robinson
developed Steens in
the UK (left)
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YOU CAN AFFORD IT
The LOW COST I.T. solution is here
Any size of store - 95 pence per day, per user*
Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system?
...or no system at all?
We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch
- seamlessly and for FREE

MAKE THE SWITCH - CUT COSTS
Fully Integrated System

Included

Sales & Purchase Orders

Zero Setup costs

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Free Training & Tutorials

Barcoding & Container Orders

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Profit Margin Monitoring

Free Customer Migration

Financial Accounting*

Free Customised Printing

Website Integration

Free Order Tracking Website

Mail Merge with Targeting

Free Tech Support for life

Online Customer Order Tracking
Delivery Text Alerts for Customers
Custom Management Reports
Price Tickets & Price Point
AIS Members Catalogue Upload
Customer Service Suite
Postcode Lookup *

“Best Software Supplier”

De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 64 64

* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge

info@retailsystem.com
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SHOW PREVIEW
I Saloni and biennual kitchen show
Eurocucina return from 14-19 April, along
with Milan city centre events Zona
Tortona and after its debut last year,
Zona Romano.
Fiam Italia will show its first
collaboration with the AquiliAlberg
studio, the Sigmy curved glass side table.
Living Divani introduces the glass and
steel tubing Cavalletto coffee table by
Francesco Rota; a three-legged pouffe by
Nathan Yong to match 2009’s Bolle coffee
table and Junya Ishigami’s Lens Table
dining and coffee tables in glossy
perspex with a lens top and three legs.
Claesson Koivisto Rune’s Quartier
ottoman for Tacchini is inspired by
cartoon buildings with the stitching
evoking windows and floors, while its
Eddy armchair by Pearson Lloyd has
either a round swivel base or legs, both
removable.
Philippe Bestenheider references
traditional motifs from Arabian art based
on geometrical and plant forms,
spreading a sense of refinement and
beauty, with his Titti chair for Frag.
Porro has two approaches. Its
exhibition stand and the products on
show will be mainly white while its city
centre showroom will take on the tones
of the seasons.
New elements of its Modern modular
cabinet collection will take centre stage
at both, along with Balancing Boxes, a
side table made up of several irregularly
overlapping boxes by Front,


Italian job
The most influential
furniture exhibition
returns next month, with
a host of city centre
treats as well
Top: Bonaldo’s Voilà and
XXL lamp
Above: Christophe Pillet’s
armchair for Porro
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EXHIBITION DIRECTORY

18th – 21st July 2010

2nd – 6th August 2010
www.lasvegasmarket.com

www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com
WWW.IMM-COLOGNE.COM

18 – 23
JANUARY
2011

25th – 27th May 2010
ExCeL London

www.londonfurnitureshow.com

THE
INTERN
INTERNATIONAL
FURNISHING
SHOW COLOGNE
CREATING
SPACES

16th – 20th March 2010
www.3F.net.cn

Advertise your show here. Reach 7,000 key industry buyers in the most influential magazine in the interiors market,
call Ben Watkins today on 07917 863453, or email him at bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

REGAL COMPUTER SERVICES
Affordable • Professional
Reliable
Website Design
http://www.regalcomputerservices.com/
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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SHOW PREVIEW

Mirror Table combining a console table
and mirror, and an armchair by
Christophe Pillet.
‘Nature and animal life dominate the
narrative vocabulary of this new
collection. Drawing on rural life, hunting,
flora and fauna, and our relationship to it,
each design has a sense of animation –
and anima. Subtly curved legs and
variety of skins, tweeds and tapestry
ensure a feral sense of attraction
between each of the pieces,’ is how
designer Nigel Coates describes his
Animalia collection for Fratelli Boffi.
The Modulair sectional sofa sports
diverse and irregular volumes: ‘like rocks
eroded by the wind’. The glass-topped,
oval Stag table has legs reminiscent of a
stag’s antlers, while the coordinating
Daina chair, made from ziricote timber, is
folded like a ribbon.
As part of a major relaunch, Axil will
show the Coat bed that appears to be
dressed in a cape and Loop, a pared
down armchair with a wide, low base,
both by Ilaria Marelli.
Bonaldo’s Voilà table design was
inspired by a sheet of paper folded four
times, creating an occasional table of
simplicity and spontaneity, says designer
Max Piva.
Autoban, Leif.designpark, Matthew
Hilton and Studioilse will exhibit on
adjacent stands at Spazio Botta as part of
Zona Romana. New products include
Hilton’s upholstered Tapas chair and the
Holy Coffee Table by Autoban.
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Top: Tacchini’s
Quartier ottoman
Left: Fiam’s Sigmy
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